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Dear Members,
Welcome to our final edition of Comhnasc for 2020.

This edition has a number of feature articles which
continues our focus on health and wellness during this diffi-
cult time. Padraig O’Morain outlines some simple strategies
to incorporate mindfulness, self-compassion and gratitude
into a daily wellness routine. Nutritionist Gaye Godkin
concludes her two-part article on nurturing and nourishing
the body during the winter months. Professor William
Reville reflects on how Ireland has responded to the Covid-
19 crisis, and welcomes the more nuanced advice, now
coming from Government, for those citizens over 70. 

We also feature a special interview with our Association
President Mary Kyne, who has the task of leading the
association in this very unusual year. When Mary became
President at our Annual Convention on March 3 last –
without any knowledge of what our society was facing –
she gave an inspiring address on the role of association
members in caring and looking out for each other. Mary
has continued this theme in her messages of hope and
encouragement, all of which have been very well received
by members. We are grateful to Mary for her outstanding
leadership during this challenging year.

Pension update Teachers who retired since March 1,
2012, have received a number of pension increases in
recent years. However, a pay increase on October 1 last
also augmented the pensions of those who retired prior to
that date. Although the amount of the increase is very
modest, it represents the first pension increase since

September 1, 2008, for pre-March 2012 retirees. Now that
the pensions of all retired teacher are back in alignment,
any future increases for public service retirees will apply to
all retirees irrespective of the date of retirement. A fuller
explanation of this quite complex issue is carried on page 17.

Branch AGMs Our branch Annual General Meetings,
which take place in November/December, could not
proceed as normal this year. However, our activities did
not come to a complete standstill as some necessary
business (such as finalising branch accounts) was under-
taken by the officers and committees of each branch. A
special word of thanks is due to our branch secretaries. All
32 branch secretaries are unpaid volunteers, and they
have each done splendid work during a particularly testing
year to keep in contact with branch members via emails,
texts and the by-now ubiquitous Zoom chats. For their
continued interest and commitment to the welfare of
members, especially those older and more isolated, they
deserve our sincere gratitude.

Farewell 2020 Finally, on behalf of the NEC, I would like to
wish all our members a cautious but, hopefully, no less
enjoyable Christmas and New Year. With regular updates on
the arrival of a vaccine for Covid-19, it seems 2021 might
well turn out to be a far more relaxed year for everyone. 

With best wishes,

Editorial comment
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It has oen been said, correctly, that teaching
is a vocational occupation, so it’s something
of a surprise to hear from RTAI President Mary Kyne that
she didn’t always want to be a teacher. 

“When my Leaving Certificate results came out many
years ago, and as I was about to go to Galway University to
study science,” recounts Mary, “I was told by an elderly
person that they always thought I’d make a good National
School teacher.” Via the now ubiquitous Zoom call, Mary is
talking to Comhnasc from her home in Oughterard,
County Galway. With a background of bookshelves and a
confident presence, she is as forthcoming as you can
imagine. “That remark stuck in my mind. I had got a schol-
arship to Galway, but my mother said that if I really wanted
to be a teacher, I could go to the training college in Dublin
and that it would be paid for. That changed my life. It’s
amazing how life can change so quickly.”

You can say that again. If there is one lesson we can
learn from the year 2020 it is that things can change just
when you least expect them to. Things change all the time,
of course, and these divergences impact on us in various
ways, good and bad. Towards the end of our Zoom chat, I
ask Mary did she have good memories of her time teach-
ing at Scoil Muire, Doireglinna, Oughterard – she taught
there for 30 years, 24 of which she was the sole teacher.
She doesn’t hesitate in replying.

“Absolutely. You wouldn’t have discipline problems, so

you’d actually be teaching all of the time. The
single class teaching was a different form of

teaching – it was more cooperative and collaborative. We
were really a small family in the classroom. We had an
open fire, and that was unusual. We had storage heaters,
too, but the fire was the one thing the children wanted to
keep – they loved the fire. And there was no yard duty.
They’d go out and play and I’d sit beside the fire during
breaks and have my cup of tea in peace.”

Teachers negotiating the present intricacies of doing
their job might allow nostalgia and the way it used to be to
impinge on their work, but not Mary Kyne. Since early
March, when she was elected RTAI President (for a one-
year term), she has been living very much in the here and
now. 

Solidarity, hope, resilience
“I started off my year as President of RTAI,” she says, “and
long before Covid-19 hit us I had adopted as my slogan
Care and Connect. I was very conscious for many years
that a sizeable number of our membership was quite
elderly, people in their 70s and 80s, even in their 90s. They
would be living alone or would have carers looking aer
them, a lot would be in nursing homes, and so I felt that
our organisation this year should expressly reach out to
care and connect with them. I had hoped that each of the
32 branches would identify the people in their own areas

Caring, Sharing and
Connecting During
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In the year that nobody expected, RTAI
President Mary Kyne held firm.

The priority, she tells Tony Clayton-Lea

in a wide-ranging interview, was
“to let our members know that we

hadn’t forgotten them.”
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that were lonely or felt isolated, and that we would do
something special to bring them together. That was the
initial idea, but then everything changed in March, and
those people are more isolated now than ever before.”

Life for everyone, of course, has altered to varying
degrees. Adapting to new situations has become the
norm. Words and phrases such as ‘cocooning’, ‘social
distancing’ and ‘bubble’ have become constituent parts of
our vocabulary. When Covid-19 and its associated restric-
tions landed with a thud from mid-March onwards, what
did Mary consider doing to reflect the Care and Connect
ethos she had originally intended?

“The only thing I felt I could do, as far as I could see,” she
explains, “was to use our website and to keep in touch
with branch secretaries around the country, and to send
out messages of solidarity, hope and resilience. That was
the main thing – to let our members know that we hadn’t
forgotten them.”

The pandemic will pass
At the start of March, Mary reveals, she decided to place a
light in one of her house windows every night in order to
remember her family, neighbours, friends and members
of RTAI. While she is not connecting personally with them,
she adds, she certainly is on a spiritual level. Her messages
on the Galway branch blog (retiredteachersgalway.
blogspot.com) have a similar focus. “They’re about caring,
connecting, having hope for the future, adapting to the
circumstances, and just doing the best we can to mind
ourselves, which is what we need to do in order to mind
others. It’s a simple message that I’m getting good feed-
back on.”

The RTAI Presidency term ends in March 2021, and with
Covid-19 showing little sign of retreating any time soon,
the probable outcome of Mary’s tenure is that she will
complete it without actually seeing the vast majority of
RTAI members face to face. Being the matter-of-fact
person that she is, Mary knows there isn’t anything that
can be done about it but does she regret this in any way?

“No, there’s no regret,” she replies without hesitation.
“This is the year I was elected President, and it’s up to me
to do the best I can. Hopefully, I have sent out positive
messages to our members and made them feel valued
within the organisation. If I have achieved that then I’m
happy with my year and what’s le of it. Besides, the
pandemic will pass. Everything like this in life passes, so we
will have to be patient and have hope for the future. I will
meet these people again, and while I won’t be President
when that happens, I’m okay with that. People have
contacted me saying I’m missing out on this event and
that conference. Yes, of course I am, but there are other far
more important things at this point in time.”

Travel for all in 2021?
Talk of missing events and meetings brings the conversa-
tion around to the absence of travel, which is one of the
many activities that RTAI members enthusiastically
engage with. A proposed trip to Slovenia this year has, all
too inevitably, been postponed. The mention of it triggers
a memory. 

“I love to travel,” says Mary. Over the years, she recalls,
for two or three weeks during the summer, she travelled
the world. She thanks her husband, Frank (who passed in
2016), a former principal of St. Chuimín’s N.S. Oughterard,

for giving her the opportunity
to do so while he stayed at
home looking aer their
seven children. “I travelled
everywhere: Vietnam,
Cambodia, Laos, Korea,
Japan, Australia, New Zealand,
Africa, South America, Costa
Rica, Nicaragua, Russia. We
had no money – he said we’d
have money later on in life
when the gang were reared,
and then he’d go off to the
bank and arrange an extra
overdra.”

Here’s hoping that more
travel is on the cards for
everyone at some point in
2021. Now that we know
Covid-19 will continue into
next year (and for howeverMary with fourteen of her seventeen grandchildren
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long thereaer), what are Mary’s thoughts as to her next
four months as RTAI President?

Sending out messages of hope and solidarity to every
member of the organisation, she discloses, are priorities,
as well as to ask them to continue to adhere to the
government guidelines. The RTAI membership age group,
Mary asserts, has at great cost complied brilliantly with
Covid-19 rules and regulations, especially when it comes
to grandchildren. For herself, the most recent lockdown
has been somewhat better, as she can see some of her
grandchildren (there are 17 in total) face to face. “I’m not
waving out the window to them anymore, and they can
now come into my home as it’s a bubble I have created. I
can also see the family that lives beside me. This has made
a huge difference to me.”

Social life will be different
As for RTAI, Mary hopes to send out Christmas cards to
every member. “Beyond the messages and the other vari-
ous forms of communication, there’s very little that can be
done. You can’t be encouraging people to go out and have

coffees and to get together. We’re trying to do online activ-
ities such as book clubs and creative writing, and just to
stay in touch. I’m not sad or anything like that about not
being out and attending events, functions, dinners, and so
on. Things have changed, and there’s no point in saying
they are the same. Even in my locality, I don’t see people in
my age group rushing out to restaurants or various func-
tions; I think they’re going to be wary of gatherings of
people, so I can’t see anything really changing within the
next five months. Social life is going to be different for our
age group. The basic message is to care and connect and
love each other.”

Another memory is sparked, and Mary recalls the Scoil
Muire motto, which she says was adopted by the children:
“let us bring love, peace and joy wherever we go.”

Two more words, she says, were subsequently added
to it: truth and justice. “Love, peace, joy, truth and justice,”
Mary repeats. “To my mind, there’s no such thing as being
the best academically or anything like that. If you bring
those qualities with you through life, you’ll always be
happy within yourself.”

Now let me just tell you about Cór le Chéile,
The Choir of Ages and we are well able!
We come and we meet in IT Letterkenny,
Leave our worries behind, if we have any.
We warm up our voices with sounds galore 
Then we sing, have a tea break and sing lots more!
We have a great leader in Veronica Mc Carron
Who inspires us to sing like angels in Heaven!
She looks for perfection in all that we do,
With her praise and example, she gives us that too!
We signed up for the choir a few years ago
But we never imagined where it would go.
Singing on stage with Daniel O’ Donnell
And then Moya Brennan, the queen of Tír Conaill!
We joined this choir not knowing the size
And never dreaming we’d win a great prize!
We started to practice, a bit shy in manner,
Now we even have our very own banner!
Thank you to Kathleen and Mairead Cranley
Who supply all our needs of which there are many!
Mairead had the vision, backed by Charles and the

Council
Who gave us the chance to sing and to dance,
To meet new people and show we are able
To stand on the stage, regardless of age.
And may this continue for many a year
As we laugh and we sing to all far and near.

Cór le Chéile
By Charlotte Maye

Charlotte Maye is secretary of the East Donegal
branch. She is a member of Choir of Ages an intergen-
erational choir of over 120 voices, under the auspices
of Donegal County Council. The choir continues to re-

hearse by Zoom. Written as a rap to be accompanied by
a young person doing sounds!
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In December 2019 a new Corona-virus-disease (Covid-19)
was reported in China and quickly spread worldwide.
Here in Ireland we have just finished a second national
lockdown in an attempt to dampen down this pandemic.
Dealing with Covid-19 presents unprecedented
challenges calling for both expert and wise decisions
regarding public health interventions. In hindsight some
decisions made to date were mistaken.  We will overcome
this disease, but at the moment we are struggling.

Initial symptoms of Covid-19 are similar to cold and flu –
high temperature, cough, shortness of breath and loss or
change to sense of smell or taste. About 80% of people with
Covid-19 display  mild/moderate symptoms and recover
fairly quickly and the illness is generally minor in children
and young adults. However the disease can develop into a
serious condition. To-date (26 November 2020), Ireland has
had 71,494 cases of Covid-19 and 2,036 people have died
from the disease.

People with underlying health conditions such as
diabetes, heart or respiratory disease, hypertension or
obesity are at greater risk, as are people over 65 years of
age. Covid-19 primarily affects lungs but can also damage
many other organs, even in people who experience only
mild Covid-19 symptoms. 

The first case of Covid-19 in Ireland was confirmed on
29th February 2020. The situation rapidly worsened and
by March 27th  hospital ICU capacity was under pressure.
Government ordered a severe level 5 national lockdown
that lasted until 18th of May. Schools, colleges, childcare
facilities, most businesses, venues and facilities were shut
and all non-– essential travel and most contact with
people outside one’s home was banned. All over-70s and
people with certain health conditions were told to

cocoon, ie to have no or minimal interaction with other
people, to stay home, not to leave their garden for
exercise and not to attend any gathering.  

Good physical/mental health in the elderly rests on
four pillars: (a) activities that foster good cognitive and
mental function; (b) maintaining good social contacts; (c)
maintaining good exercise regimes; (d) healthy eating.
Obviously cocooning makes it pretty much impossible to
maintain these four pillars of good health.

In particular, we all need substantial emotional and
cognitive resilience in order to handle stress and adversity.
This resilience is fostered by learning new skills, social
activities, active involvement in the world and goal-
setting. This fosters autonomy, competence, will-power,
self-esteem and problem-solving ability. Weeks of passive
cocooning substantially erodes psychological resilience.

Consequently, intense anxiety is common amongst
cocooning over-70s. Readers may have seen renowned
soccer player John Giles on Claire Byrne Live, RTÉ televi-
sion, 12th of October 2020. John is approaching his 80th
birthday and is cocooning at home. He declared he is
terrified of leaving the house in case he contracts Covid-19.
It was odd to hear this because John was renowned for
robust tackling in addition to great footballing skill.

The bald approach to the over-70s during the March
lockdown was a serious mistake, albeit well-intentioned.
Most over-70s believed cocooning was mandatory and
Government didn’t correct this misapprehension. Of
course, cocooning for over-70s can’t be mandatory as this
would represent illegal discrimination on age grounds.

Government should, of course, have provided every-
body with all relevant information about Covid-19 in the
March lockdown, highlighting groups particularly at risk,

Dealing With Covid-19 in Ireland
By Professor William Reville UCC
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but should have strongly advised cocooning only for over-
70s with underlying health conditions. Everybody must be
trusted to make their own sensible decisions. This
approach would have avoided the surge of severe anxiety
problems that are now presenting in GP surgeries. 

I was glad to see that Government advice to over-70s
when the second severe level 5 national lockdown
commenced on 21st  October, was much more nuanced
than it was last March – “Exercise judgement regarding
engagement with others and in activities outside home”.

Fear that Covid-19 will overwhelm hospital capacity is a
main factor persuading Government to initiate lockdowns.
Granted, this fear plays a role in all countries but it is particu-
larly acute here. Which begs the question – why is our
national health service so poor? We oen hear that the serv-
ice is underfunded but the facts don’t bear this out. Salaries
in our health service compare favourably with medical
salaries elsewhere and overall health care expenditure in
Ireland ranks first in the EU15 when expressed as share of
national income (ESRI Report 2020). Are entrenched work
practices holding things back? We badly need an incisive
analysis of why our health services perform so poorly.

Hopes are high that a Covid-19 vaccine will overcome
this disease in 2021 and approximately ten vaccines are
now well advanced in trials to test their efficacy and safety.
However, we must be cautious. Vaccination will not
provide an immediate silver bullet.

No vaccine is 100% effective. For example, the ‘flu’
vaccine is about 70% effective and is taken up by about 70%
of over-70s. The protection afforded (uptake x efficiency)
to the population then is 70% x 70% = 49%. A 70% effective
Covid-19 vaccine taken by 70% of over-70s would also
provide only 49% protection. While a 70% effective Covid-
19 vaccine would be very valuable, it would also call on us to
continue for quite some time with the familiar protective
measures of face-masks, social distancing, cough
etiquette and hand washing in tandem with vaccination.

Public surveys to gauge the proportion of Irish people
who would take a Covid-19 vaccine are worrying. A recent
poll found that 55% of people would take a Covid-19
vaccine, 33% were unsure and 12% would turn it down.
Over-65s are most likely to take the vaccine.

Assuming half the ‘unsure’ group (16.5%) take the Covid-
19 vaccine, this would mean 71.5%  (55% +16.5%) would get
inoculated. If the vaccine were 70% effective it would protect
only 49.7% of the Irish population against the disease.

Refusing a vaccine in 2021 aer enduring 18 months of
lockdown misery seems to me to be – well – crazy. There is
overwhelming evidence that vaccinations are safe and
effective. The Government must mount an immediate
media campaign to persuade everybody to avail of Covid-
19 vaccination when it becomes available.

And then there is the question of the huge collateral

damage inflicted in various ways by Covid-19 lockdowns.
These negative effects are not adequately factored in
when Government designs anti-Covid-19 public interven-
tions. We must ensure that the cure is not more
dangerous than the disease.

Collateral damage includes: (A) long-term negative
health impacts from a damaged economy, with failing
businesses and soaring unemployment; (B) significant
mental health impacts caused by isolation and reduced
social contacts. Rates of depression doubled in the UK
during the lockdowns and incidences of drug overdose
increased sharply; (C) Diversion of hospital resources
towards tackling coronavirus greatly increases the
number of people dying within several years, who would
otherwise survive, because of cancellation of routine
medical screenings. A recent UK government report
suggests that more than 200,000 people could die from
the various impacts of lockdown and protecting the NHS
in the UK. In July 2020 around 2.5m people in the UK were
waiting for cancer screening, further tests, or treatment.

And finally, battling Covid-19 is costing the country a
fortune. Employees in businesses forced to shut in lock-
down receive special Covid payments from the Government
in lieu of their normal wages. Many grants and loans are also
available to businesses suffering under lockdown and
Government is pumping money into health services to
bolster capacity. This assistance is of course essential to
prevent economic collapse and social misery. But most of
this emergency money is borrowed and our national debt is
soaring, approaching debt levels aer the Celtic Tiger econ-
omy collapsed. One would therefore anticipate tough
times ahead as the country repays this borrowed money. 

However, Government assures us that there is no prob-
lem – they say the money is borrowed at very low interest
rates, repayments can be extended away out into the
future and inflation will catch up with the repayments.
Austerity measures such as increased taxation or levies on
salaries will not be necessary. I’m not an economist but
this looks like voodoo economics to me. One wonders
why Ireland ever suffered economic hardship in the past if
such slick manoeuvring is possible!

I believe that, overall, the country has mobilised well to
fight this disease. This is the first time we have had to
tackle such a problem. Decisions must be taken “on the
hoof” as the situation unfolds and some mistakes will
inevitably be made. Recrimination in this situation would
be inappropriate and pointless. Let us learn and move on.

William Reville is an Emeritus Professor
of Biochemistry at UCC and science
columnist with The Irish Times.  
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Well, we could be sitting there having happy thoughts –
but it's all too easy to slip instead into rumination on our
faults or on those of other people. And ruminating on
fears of the future is another channel that's always
available on our mental TV.

Rumination is bad for our well-being and has been
linked to depression in the sense that it can make a mild
depression deeper. And ruminating on what makes you
angry can result in angry outbursts you later regret.

Mindfulness offers us ways to tackle these dangers. It's
helpful both at times of enforced inactivity and in the
hurly-burly of normal living.

Also helpful in these times of rising anxiety are self-
compassion and the deliberate practice of gratitude, of
which I will say more later.

A key mindfulness practice is to return your awareness
again and again to the present moment instead of getting
lost in what's going on inside your head. Even something
as simple as a three-minute mindfulness practice (see
panel 1) if you do it a few times a day will help you get
better at stepping out of unhelpful thinking and into the
here and now.

Doing so will interrupt rumination and cultivate calm.
The body scan (see panel 2) is another simple mindful-
ness practice which, among other things, can help you to
fall back to sleep when you wake up during the night.

The other important aspect of mindfulness is to

What do we think about
when we have
too much
time to think?

By Padraig O Morain

2. The body scan
Bring your awareness to your toes. Notice any sensa-
tions in them. Move your awareness to the soles of
your feet, then the tops of your feet, then your an-
kles. Take two or more breaths between each part
(depending on whether you want to do the exercise
quickly or slowly) and continue to do this as you
move your awareness along your body in stages.

Now bring awareness to your calves, knees,
thighs, hips, back, chest, tummy, arms and hands,
and shoulders. Scan the back of your neck, back of
your head, forehead, eyes, jaw, face.  

At the end of the body scan, see if you can identify
any relaxed, peaceful place in your body. Imagine
yourself breathing gently into that place and allow
yourself to spend a little time there.

1. Three minute mindfulness
Ask yourself how you are feeling physically right
now. Accept that feeling completely, whatever it
might be. After a time, ask yourself how you are
feeling emotionally. Again, accept that feeling
completely.

Move your awareness to the breath in your nose.
Observe your breath for a minute or so.

Finally, move your awareness to the top of your
head. Then move down along your body to your toes
with your awareness.

You can do the 'three minute' practice for a longer
or shorter time if you wish.
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cultivate an attitude of acceptance. This means, among
other things, not putting time and energy into going over
and over events that are done with and cannot be fixed
anymore.

I find that if I am tempted to fall into this kind of think-
ing, using a phrase like 'Not happening now' to interrupt
the thought helps me to get back to whatever is going on
in the real world outside my head. The more you use a
phrase like that the more effective it becomes.

Oen, what we really find hard to accept is not so much
the actions of others as the feeling that we ourselves have
failed in some way. Deliberately cultivating self compas-
sion helps greatly with this.

Self-compassion has three components:
First, it involves taking an attitude of kindness and

support towards yourself as you are now. In other words,
you pledge to be a true friend to your imperfect self: that's
the one who needs it, not the perfect person you may (or
may not) one day be.  Reassuringly, the research suggests
that people who are self compassionate are just as ethical
as anybody else.

Second, self-compassion recognises 'common
humanity' i.e. whatever feeling you are having right now is
probably shared by millions of people on the planet.
Acknowledging this can reduce our sense of isolation.

Third, mindfulness itself helps us to quickly notice the
harsh voice of exaggerated self-criticism. When you notice
it you can choose not to encourage it – aer all, the critic is
a mental fabrication who has never actually achieved
anything in the real world where you live.

Past Present Future (see panel 3) is, I find, a helpful
exercise for cultivating self compassion.  

Earlier, I mentioned gratitude. An impressive amount of
research shows that gratitude boosts our well-being. By
gratitude I mean acknowledging you have received some-
thing beneficial that you didn't have to be given. This
definition, I think, is helpful both to those who have a reli-
gious belief and to those who do not.

For instance if it's a  bright day I can acknowledge this as
a benefit the universe didn't have to give me.

You could do a gratitude reflection at any time during
the day or even when you're lying awake at night.  Try
thinking of twenty things you're grateful for.

All the methods I have mentioned here – mindfulness,
self-compassion and gratitude – have been around, in one
form or another, for a very long time. I recommend that
you try them out, find out what works for you and make it
part of your daily wellness routine.  

Padraig O'Morain teaches mindfulness and is the
author of books on mindfulness, published in many

countries and languages. His website, including articles
and free audios and videos, is at

www.padraigomorain.com. You can subscribe to his
free, daily mindful thought of the day, The Daily Bell,

by scrolling to the bottom of any page on the website.

3. Past, Present, Future
Imagine an image of yourself at a point in the past,
perhaps as if you were looking at an old photograph.
Try to generate a feeling of goodwill and well-wish-
ing towards yourself at that time, saying silently, 'Be
happy, be safe, be well'.  

If you were not happy, safe or well at that point let
this be what you would have wished for yourself.

Do the same with an image of yourself in the
present and then with an image of yourself from the
future.

rMetta
Caitríona Boyle

spent most of her
teaching career in

Killinarden,
Tallaght, prior to
her retirement in

2019.

Heart 
Fullness
Peace 
And longing. 
In the longing there is

peace, 
In the longing there is peace 
And openheartedness. 
The whole world falls in 
Contained 
Each one contained 
And each one containing all. 

Underneath
Is where it is happening. 
Currents of goodwill, 
Currents of goodwill 
Sensing, 
Sensing presence. 
Tree green, 
Sky air,
A fluttering, 
Imperceptibly 
Creating 
Together.
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Wintertime has arrived yet again and while we can't help
but hesitate to embrace this new season, there's some-
thing magical about wintertime. But as the days start to
get shorter and a lot colder, it's easy to lose sight of this
sense of wonder. It’s now we can choose a shi in our
perspective to take good care during these oen harsh
months. Change of food choices and lifestyle behaviours
are required to support overall well-being both psycho-
logically and physiologically during this time. Many
cultures such as the Danish practice ‘Hygge’. Hygge is a
concept which originated in Danish culture that focuses
on living with a sense of comfort, eating hearty foods,
cosiness, and peace. It has oen been described as
creating a warm atmosphere and enjoying the good
things that life has to offer while practising self-care. 

Wintertime is taxing on the human body.  It is more
difficult to create sustained levels of energy and body
heat.  This is also due to many external factors that the
body relies on to support energy production, immune
function and good mood. Light and sleep being the
primary players in this orchestra. Light is a source of
information for all eco-systems. Plants rely on light to
produce glucose and energy. Humans depend on it in
many ways. Light affects humans more than most of us
understand and appreciate. It impacts physiology and
daily behavioural choices. It influences alertness, cognitive
performance, motivation, mood, sleep, happiness and
well-being.

The human body has a 24 hour body clock which is
called the Circadian Rhythm.

It resides in the brain and is very tightly controlled by
the cerebral function. Circadian rhythms are closely

connected to day and night. While other cues, such as
exercise, social activity and temperature, can affect the
master clock, light exerts the most powerful influence on
circadian rhythms. Light influences the circadian clock in a
non-visual fashion. Daily rhythms of physiology and
behaviour are impacted in turn by our exposure to dark-
ness. It relies on good quality nocturnal sleep. Daylight
releases the adrenal hormone cortisol which is the wake-
ful motivating hormone to get out of bed each day. In
essence, light and sleep have a profound effect on energy
production,  wakefulness, mood and the release of the
happy neurotransmitters Dopamine and Serotonin, (lack
of which are associated with depression). 

Sleep is now proving to be the ‘new black’. There’s a
substantial body of scientific literature showing the
impact sleep and the lack of it on humans in several ways.
Not getting sufficient good quality sleep can hijack the
workings of the immune system. During winter months,
immune cells are on full alert detecting colds, flus and
viruses. To support it, aim to sleep a minimum of 7-8
hours per night. Getting out during the day is most
beneficial to the night’s sleep that follows. Melatonin is a
hormone produced in the brain. Its levels of production
rise at night to induce sleepiness. Darkness in the evening
is imperative for melatonin production and healthy sleep.
Turning down bright lights in the evening and avoiding
blue light which comes from laptops and phones is
conducive to a restful night. 

Timing our eating during winter is very wise.
Establishing a daily eating routine supports effective
metabolism. Aim to finish eating by 7.30pm at the latest.
Nothing should be consumed aer that apart from

Nurturing
the body
during
the winter

By Gaye Godkin,
Consultant nutritionist
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warming drinks. Tea and coffee both contain caffeine.
Coffee, while very good for the body is a stimulant. Coffee
is different to tea as it contains more caffeine and other
bio-active stimulants. A good rule of thumb is to avoid
coffee aer 12 noon. Caffeine takes 12 hours to clear from
the body. So if you would like to enjoy a restful uninter-
rupted sleep have your coffee aer breakfast or
mid-morning. Tea can be consumed up to 5pm.

Dehydration can become an issue when central heating
is constantly on. There are many good quality herbal teas
on the market. Herbal teas can be consumed during the
evening. Consumption of too much cold water during
wintertime is not advisable. The body temperature is at
37c. Drinking cold water from a tap or bottle impairs
energy and heat production. Our body’s enzymes perform
their respective functions at room temperature of 37c.
When we drink cold water, most of the energy is
consumed in warming up the fluid. This uses up vital
energy during the cold months.

Man is what he eats, digests and fundamentally
absorbs. Digestion is exhausting for the human body. The
digestive system works hard every day to digest the food
that is consumed. Aer many years of this, we start to see
some changes in digestive health. This is partially because
with ageing, the stomach produces less acid. Without
sufficient acid production, it becomes increasingly
difficult to digest big proteins such as meat and wheat.
Minerals such as calcium and magnesium also rely on
strong stomach acid to be broken down and absorbed.
With ageing, the muscles in the digestive tract become
stiffer, weaker, and less efficient. This is another reason
why stretching and exercise are conducive to digestion
and absorption of nutrients.

Efficient energy production and nutrient absorption is
heavily weighted towards early eating. Creating a healthy
routine around timing mealtimes during the winter months
will show dividends. The digestive function is more respon-
sive early in the day.  Circadian Rhythms tightly influence
these functions also. The production of digestive enzymes
slows down during the evening. This is why it is advisable to
eat bigger more complex meals early in the day. Transit time
for food passing through the gut and bowel slows down in
the evening. It takes approximately 4 hours for the
stomach to empty. Going to bed with food that is partially
or not fully digested will disrupt sleep; impair good mood
and energy production the following day. 

Human beings by their very nature, are reckless crea-
tures. They show little respect for their digestive system.
Most people eat mindlessly, don’t chew and very oen
don’t engage with what’s on their plate. The digestive
system does not have teeth. It needs TLC. This time of
year, aim to eat foods which are easy to digest such as
soups, stews and casseroles. Warming foods warm the

body. Cooking breaks out the large molecules rendering
them more nutritious and bio-available. Consuming
warming cooked foods requires far less energy for
absorption than eating uncooked foods. We are blessed
in Ireland to have such wonderful winter vegetables. Root
vegetables in particular provide lots of slow release
glucose which sustains energy. Roasting carrots, parsnips,
squash, sweet potato and turnips in some olive oil helps
releases the beta-carotene. Beta carotene is a powerful
nutrient which protects the cells of the body from both
internal and external damage. It is more bio-available
when these vegetables are cooked. Similarly, greens such
as cabbage, sprouts, leeks, spinach and broccoli also
contain another form of beta-carotenes which are power-
houses.  Add some butter or olive oil to these vegetables
to enhance the bio-availability of these nutrients. (And no,
butter is not bad for you!)  Where possible, aim to eat 3
warm meals per day. Salad on the side will support
digestion but not as a main meal.

Ireland has a northerly latitude. It resides 50 degrees
plus north of the equator. When and if the sun does shine
during the winter months, it is at an angle over the Island.
It is not directly overhead. Winter sunshine is very enjoy-
able and when it does shine, it’s good to get out in it as
much as possible. But don’t rely on it to make Vitamin D.
Currently the World Health Organisation recommends 20
minute arm and leg exposure per day to make adequate
Vitamin D. This is not possible from the months of
October to March. Now more than ever we appreciate the
importance of Vitamin D. In fact, Vitamin D works as a
hormone in the body. It can be stored in the kidney for 40-
50 days post long sun exposure. Its role in the working of
all human cells is crucial. It supports bone health, muscle
health, brain health and the regulation of blood pressure.
Along the human genome, researchers have found over
2,000 sites where it binds to proteins coding our genes. 

Many of these proteins are involved in coding the
immune response. During the pandemic, further respect
has been shown to Vitamin D for the protection it has
conferred in helping to fight the virus. The European Food
Safety Authority recommends that all adults should supple-
ment with 600iu or 40ug per day. In the absence of sunlight,
Vitamin D can be obtained in very small amounts in food. As
it is a fat soluble vitamin and many Irish people avoid eating
fats, it becomes more difficult to obtain it on a daily basis
without supplementation. It is found in very small amounts
in full fat milk, eggs and oily fish. The highest dietary
concentration is found in lambs liver and organ meats.

Each season brings its own blessings and while winter-
time can be very grey and dark, it does provide much
needed time to slow down and rest. It is a time to hiber-
nate and self-care, get cosy, relax and enjoy all the good
food of the season.
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The Chinese proverb ‘may you live in interesting times’ can
certainly apply to this year. Who would have considered
that a handshake or a hug from a loved one would become
taboo? Or when we leave the house that we would be
turning around, not for forgetting our keys or checking
that we turned off the immersion, but for a mask!

When I grew up in Portumna in the 1980s and 90s,
Ireland was a very different place. There was no Internet,
phones were mostly connected to a wall, and the phone
numbers changed from two to five digits. Being the
youngest (by a long way) in a family of six, I was apparently
spoilt – it is all about your perspective, I guess. Like many
young fellas, I played every sport I could. But being from
Portumna hurling was a religion until I broke my nose and
decided to start playing rugby. My mother was a keen
golfer, a Lady Captain, and she handed that bug onto her
young son. School was generally fun, and I have fond
memories of the teachers and the environment. As a kid,
it was a simple life.

In 2020, however, everything that was simple about life
came more into focus. Our lives were utterly upturned
with lockdowns, cocoons and bubbles. Thankfully, we
have mobile phones and technology that connects us,
but it is not the same.

An interesting dilemma
In a way, I was lucky, and I was born just in time to see the
Internet and Celtic Tiger era rise. When I le school, the
college path seemed to be the right way to go, and I
followed the crowd to UCG. Pretty quickly I realised
Applied Physics and Electronics wasn’t for me. With the
support of my parents and the wisdom of my eldest
brother, I found myself with 36 others starting in CitiBank
on a crisp November morning in 1996. This was my train-
ing ground for ten years. It was, and I am sure still is, an
incredible place to work. CitiBank taught me finance,
about managing people, profit and loss, complexity, but it
was always a numbers game. Large numbers, too, and
always striving for more, more, more. Yet somehow, I
found the ‘for-profit’ drive hollow. What about people?
How do we function and what is our impact on society?

Finance is essential. It is the plumbing via which
successful economies work, but it is not an end in itself.
Finance should connect people, be trusted, efficient and
facilitate money flowing in the real economy. In some
ways, my eldest daughter (who was born in 2006) was a
catalyst for many of these thoughts. I had numerous
mentors in CitiBank, but two influenced me the most
when I was grappling with these deliberations.

Seán Murray details his career
in finance – from working at
CitiBank to his post of CEO,
Comhar Linn.

Making A
Difference,
Achieving
Dreams

By Seán Murray, CEO Comhar Linn
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A Philippino, with whom I worked in London, was there to
save enough money so he could independently finance
his election back home in order to help beat corruption,
to do good. This was impressive but it contrasted with an
American Senior Exec who said you had to love the people
you work with because you will spend more time with
them than your family. An interesting dilemma, for certain,
but from these contrasts a new Seán Murray emerged.

Empowering people to achieve
Going back to Portumna in the 1980s: Dad was a founding
Director of the Credit Union. He must have been getting
his own back on my mother for being a golfing widow for
years – because she became a Credit Union widow! I can
still remember the first night aer all the study groups
when it was finally time to open accounts. Dad’s account
number was 23, mom’s 37 and mine 43. Then something
amazing happened – £2 per week started going into my
account. When I decided to go to
college at night, the £2 a week
became the basis for getting a loan
approved to pay for my course.
When college was finished, a Credit
Union loan helped me with my first
small holiday, then my first car. Now,
married to Davina and a dad to
three girls (Aoibhinn, Leah, Cara)
and a dog (Millie), the budget
account is our saviour.

I fully engaged with the Credit
Union ethos, so when the General
Manager role in Naas Credit Union
was advertised in 2006, I applied
and got the job. This started me on a
new journey, one that makes
finance do good, to be compassion-
ate with people about money, to empower people to
achieve their dreams, however big or small, and to make a
difference. To me, this is what the Credit Union is always
about: recognising that people’s circumstances are not all
the same and making decisions because of the person,
not just what the formula says. In a way, this is entrepre-
neurial, but mainly common sense. Even when we can't
help someone in the way they want, I think it is important
we always try to give a pathway. 

Delivering professional, friendly service
The secret, of course, is in the first word of ‘Credit Union’.
Our sole purpose exists to aggregate teacher’s savings to
lend back to the teaching community. We exist to make
credit available. This year we had to make a difficult deci-
sion to limit how much an individual member could save.
This was necessary to protect the Credit Union from an

influx of savings. Collectively, we must acknowledge that
the Credit Union does not just belong to the current
cohort of members but is also an intergenerational
endowment for the benefit of current and future
members. Right now, it is strange to say, savings do not
help your credit union. Borrowing does. Thank you for your
support and cooperation to make this new cap successful.

Today, phone numbers are mobile, and so much of
what happens in finance is digitising. In many places, there
is no longer a human being to talk to in your local branch.
My mother is lucky, she knows the girls in the bank for
years, and they always look aer her, but sometimes there
is an underlying sense of ‘get that lady to use the ATM or
the machine in the corner’.

Many financial institutions talk about customer-
centricity, but the conflict between shareholder value and
the customer need is not always aligned. In Comhar Linn
we have a great team of great people who are empowered

and trained to deliver professional
and friendly service. Our team care
passionately about our members.
We aim to provide exceptional
member service every day, handle
your queries efficiently with care,
attention to detail and a ‘human
touch’.

Your family can also join
It is a privilege to be the CEO of your
Credit Union. I always strive to bring
clear vision and direction to Comhar
Linn. Remembering that it is our
members' money in making every
decision seems too easy, but some-
times in life it is the most
straightforward ideas that are the

best. I am very proud to have been given the opportunity
to lead your Credit Union and look forward to building on
the success of Comhar Linn. 

Hopefully, if next year’s circumstances will permit, I look
forward to personally meeting more of you. Remember:
you are the owners of the Credit Union and you make it
stronger by using our services. Your family can also join
our Credit Union. If you can, we would appreciate if you
could recommend Comhar Linn to your family if they
need to borrow, open a current account, or if you think our
budget account service would help them manage their
money. 

Finally, I am constantly reminded that behind every
man is a great woman, and so, at 8am on a Saturday
morning, on your behalf as members of Comhar Linn, I am
conscious that Davina is also at risk of becoming a Credit
Union widow. Back to the real and important parts of life. 

“This started me on a new
journey, one that makes
finance do good, to be
compassionate with
people about money, to
empower people to
achieve their dreams,
however big or small, and
to make a difference.”
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Holding quality health insurance cover has never been
more important. Given the increasing pressure on our
public health system and increased wait times for many
elective surgeries, having private hospital cover is essential
for those who want quick access to medical treatment.
Unfortunately, health insurance costs are on the increase
and all members should prepare themselves for higher
premium when their renewal notice lands.  Also, some
plans are being withdrawn with benefit
reductions affecting other plans and
therefore it's essential that all cover is
reviewed annually to ensure you're getting
the best deal.  

Below is a sample of quality plans on the
market for consideration but if you’re
uncertain as to what’s the best plan for your
needs, seek quality advice before you make
any changes.

Best ‘Semi-Private’ Corporate Plans
(available to all consumers)
These plans cover all public and all stan-
dard private hospitals up to semi-private
level with each claim in private hospitals
subject to a small excess.  As these are corporate plans
which are available to all consumers, they include guaran-
teed refunds on a range of eligible out-patient expenses
with no excess to pay first.  

INSuRER                PlAN NAME                ADulT 
VHI Healthcare        PMI 3613                           €1,358
laya Healthcare     Simply Connect Plus   €1,361
Irish life Health      4D Health 2                       €1,361

Note: These plans include small excesses per private hospital admission
and may include co-payments on certain orthopaedic / ophthalmic
procedures in private hospitals. The above is for illustrative purposes
only and should not be considered as like-for-like alternatives.  Please
refer to the insurers’ table of benefits for full plan details or seek expert

advice before making any changes.

For VHI members on the likes of First or
Family Plan Plus Level 1; Irish life Health
members on the Level 2 Hospital or Level 2
Health schemes; or Laya members on their
Flex 125 or Flex 250 schemes, they should
consider more up-to-date plans prior to
the next renewal. 

Best ‘Private Room’ Corporate Plans
(available to all consumers)

These plans are a step above the semi-
private schemes as they cover a private
room in all standard private hospitals (if
available) such as the Beacon Hospital,

Hermitage Clinic, Bon Secours hospitals etc.   Due to
increased demand for private accommodation, these
types of plans are now becoming more popular and are
available from each of the insurers.

Private Health
Insurance  –
Summary
of Best Deals

By Dermot Goode

Dermot Goode:
www.totalhealthcover.ie

or info@totalhealthcover.ie
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INSuRER                PlAN NAME                ADulT 
VHI Healthcare        PMI 4810                           €1,638
laya Healthcare     Care Select                        €1,556
Irish life Health      4D Health 3                       €1,577

Note: : These plans include small excesses per private hospital admis-
sion and may include co-payments on certain orthopaedic or
ophthalmic procedures in private hospitals.  The above is for illustrative
purposes only and should not be considered as like-for-like alternatives.
Please refer to the insurers’ table of benefits for full plan details or seek
expert advice before making any changes.

Best ‘Mid-Level’ plans costing appropriately €1,000
per adult
For those who want a good standard of health cover but
don’t need the guaranteed refund on out-patient
expenses, they should consider any of the following plans;

VHI One Plan 150:                            €1,029 per adult 
laya Essential Health 300:          €   997 per adult 
Irish life Health Benefit Plan:    €1,037 per adult

If you have young adult dependents on your plans, the
above mid-level schemes may be perfect for their needs.
Remember, there is no issue ‘splitting’ your cover which
means that everyone can be insured on the one policy but
on different plans to suit their needs.

Over-Paying for your Cover?  Take the Following
Steps Before you Renew
• Contact your health insurer and ask them if they have a

lower-cost equivalent to your existing plan.  If not, then
contact the other insurers with the same question;

• You could use the health insurance authority website
(www.hia.ie) to see what options this throws up for you.
Please note that is a guide only and you should always
check your options with a qualified advisor or the
insurer before making your final decision.;

• If you want to lower your costs but you’re confused by
all the options, get advice from a trusted advisor that
specialises in this area and that deals with all health
insurers.  

At Total Health Cover, we charge a fee for all health insur-
ance reviews which ensures that our customers get
proper advice across all options in the market.  A 24%
discount applies to all RTAI members where a review is
deemed necessary which reduces the cost to €95. For
further details on this service and whether a review will be
of benefit to you, simply email your Plan Name &
Renewal Date to info@totalhealthcover.ie and please
confirm that you’re a member of the RTAI to avail of the
discount.  There’s no cost for checking!

All prices quoted are net of tax relief at source and are correct at 0</<</20 as per information available from all health insurers. However,
prices and benefits are subject to change and consumers should confirm all details directly with the insurer in question  or their advisor

before making any changes to ensure that any alternative scheme fully matches their key cover requirements.
PHI Consulting (Ireland) Ltd trading as Total Health Cover is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Stór Seanfhocal – Gaois na nGlúnta an
teideal ar foilseachán nua le Tomás P Ó
Moráin. Cnuasach é seo de 250 seanocail
coitianta atá bailithe ag Tomás i
gcaitheamh na mblianta ó foinsí éagsúla.
Tugtar míniúchán gairid i nGaeilge ar gach
seanocal chomh maith le aistriúchán i
mBearla.

Beidh suim ag scoláirí de gach leibhéal
chomh maith le daoine a bhfuil meas acu
ar an teanga agus cultúr Gaelach san
foilseachán seo.

Is féidir an leabhar a áil díreach ó Thomás (€12
chomh maith le poist). Gach eolas ó 086 0815635 nó
morantommy@hotmail.com 

Tá Tomás ina bhall de Chraobh Ros Comáin. Chaith

sé 45 bliain mar príomhoide i
scoileanna Cloonloo agus Lisacul.
Faoí láthair tá sé ag obair le
Coláiste Mhuire agus Coláiste
Hibernia.

Comórtas do Léitheoirí
Chun bheith istigh ar an
gComortas, cad é an leagan
Gaeilge de na 3 seanocail seo:

Freagraí roimh 1 Feabhra go: Comhnasc, RTAI,
35 Parnell Square, Dublin 1. nó go info@rtaireland.ie  

Stór Seanfhocal

Silence is golden
There is strength in numbers

A windy day isn’t the one for thatching 



Notices

Teachers who retired since 1 March 2012 have received
a number of pension increases in recent years arising
from the Public Sector Stability Agreement (2018 –
2020). The fourth and final increase under this deal
was also applied to this cohort from 1 October and
reflected in the pension payments from 15 October.

However, on this occasion those who retired prior
to 1 March 2012 also saw their pensions rise.

Although the amount of the increase is very
modest it represents the first increase in gross
pension in over 12 years for teachers who retired
before 1 March 2012.

It also means that the pensions of all retired
teachers are back in alignment. This means that future
increase for retirees will apply to all members across
the board as the PSSA provides that once pensions
come back in alignment future increases will apply to
all retirees.

Post-March 2012 retirees
Up to this point, increases paid to serving teachers
under the PSSA were applied only to those teachers
who retired since 1 March 2012. Retirees in this cohort
had lower pensions as they retired aer the teachers’
pay scale was cut. 

As their pensions were directly linked to the
teachers’ pay scale the ‘pension parity’ principle
applied i.e. pay increases due to serving staff were
applied pro rata to retired colleagues whose pensions
are based on that scale.

Therefore, the pay increases set out in the table
opposite were applied fully to this cohort of retirees.

Pre-1 March 2012 retirees
The previous three PSSA increases had no impact on
the pensions of teachers who retired before 1 March
2012. The pensions of retirees in this cohort are not
linked to the current teachers’ scale, but to the scale in
place before the emergency pay cuts reduced salary.
As a result, these retirees have higher pensions. 

In applying the PSSA increase to those who retired
since 1 March 2012, the objective was to restore their
pensions to the level of colleagues who retired prior to
that date. This has been happening gradually in recent

years as the PSSA increases were rolled out.
The fourth PSSA increase paid on 1 October has

finally brought the pensions of those who retired aer
1 March 2012, back in line with the pensions of those
who retired prior to that date.

In fact, the most recent increase to the post 1
March 2012 retirees brought their pensions slightly
ahead of colleagues who retired before that date.
Therefore, a slight upward adjustment to the pensions
of the pre-March 2012 cohort was required so that
parity for all retired teachers was achieved.

The trend in teachers’ pay is illustrated in the table
below which shows the top point of the incremental
scale at €63,361 in 2008; this reduces to €59,359 in
2010 but gradually increases to €63,903 on 1 October
last.(RTAI calculations.)

As the scale is now slightly ahead of the 2008 level a
very modest pro rata increase to pensions of pre-
March 2012 retirees was required to maintain parity.

Now that the teachers’ pay scale has been restored
to its pre-pay-cut level, the pensions of recent retirees
have caught up with those of other colleagues.
Consequently, the next increase in public sector
pay will apply to all retirees irrespective of date of
retirement.

Teachers’ Common Basic Scale (Top point)
1.9.2008      €63,361      Pay increase of 2.5%
                                                   – ‘Towards 2016’ pay deal
1.1.2010      €59,359      Pay cuts introduced under
                                                   the FEMPI (No 2) Act
1.1.2017      €60,359      €1,000 flat rate increase
                                                   under the lansdowne Road
                                                   Agreement
1.1.2018      €60,963      1% increase – Public Sector
                                                   Stability Agreement [PSSA]
1.10.2018   €61,573      1% increase – PSSA
1.9.2019      €62,650      1.75% increase – PSSA
1.10.2020   €63,903      2% increase – PSSA

The first three PSSA increases applied to the teachers’
scale only and not to allowances. The increase of 1 Oct
2020 increased the teachers’ scale by 2% and
allowances by 5%.

Pension increase – first increase since 2008 for many members
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RTAI Notices

Universal Social Charge (USC)
A slight adjustment to one of the USC bands for
2021is being introduced.

USC RATeS AND BANDS
                                           2020                                                  2021
First €12,012             0.5%          First €12,012          0.5%
Next €8,472                2.0%          Next €8,675             2.0%
Next €50,170             4.5%          Next €50,170          4.5%
Balance                          8.0%          Balance                      8.0%

• Incomes of €13,000 or less are exempt. Once
income is over this limit the relevant rate of USC is
applied on all income.

• Medical card holders whose aggregate income
does not exceed €60,000 and individuals aged 70
and over whose aggregate income does not exceed
€60,000 pay a maximum USC rate of 2%.

Income Tax
Tax Rates and Tax Bands are unchanged for 2021.

TAx RATeS & BANDS                   202<

Single, widowed, surviving civil partner*:  €35,300 @ 20%
     *without qualifying children                    balance @ 40%
Married or civil partnership (1 income)     €44,300 @ 20%

                                                                        balance @ 40%
Married or civil partner (2 incomes)            €44,300 @ 20%
                                                                              with increase of 
                                                                              €26,300  max**
                                                                              balance @ 40%

** or to the amount of income of the spouse /civil partner
with the lower income.

exemption Limits: The exemption limits for persons
aged 65 years and over remain unchanged: €18,000
(Single/widowed/surviving civil partner) and €36,000
(Married/civil partner.)

Main Tax Credits
There has been no charge in the main personal tax
credits which remain as follows:

Single person                                                                     €1,650
Married/Civil Partner                                                  €3,300
PAYE Tax credit                                                                 €1,650
Age Credit (from 65)
     Single, Widowed, surviving civil partner         €245
     Married, civil partner                                                  €490

Other Budget Measures
• No increase in most weekly social welfare payments
• The living alone increase will rise by €5 per week

from €14 to €19 from March 2021
• The qualifying age for the State Pension which was

set to increase to 67 in 2021 is to remain at 66
pending a review of this proposal. A Commission
on Pensions is to be established to undertake this
review and report to Government by June 2021

• No change in Capital Gains Tax (CGT) or Capital
Acquisition Tax (CAT)

Budget 2021 will provide an additional 2,100 posts for
schools with:
• 268 extra teachers to meet demographic pressures 
• 307 extra teachers to reduce the staffing schedule

at primary level by one point to 25:1
• 87 additional teachers at primary level to alleviate

the risk of a school losing a teacher in 2021
• 145 additional special education teachers
• 258 additional special class and special-school

teachers
• 990 additional special needs assistants; and
• an additional 80 occupational, speech and

language and behavioural therapists and 30 NEPS
psychologists to support the phased roll out of the
School Inclusion Model.

Budget 2021

Parchments sought for copying
The Carlisle and Blake Premium is an award
recognising excellence in teaching and/or in
student teachers which dates from the mid-19th
century. It is still awarded in teacher education
programmes today.

Mr Noel Ward INTO Deputy GS is assisting a
historian in locating some of these parchments for
research purposes. The following are of interest:
• Copy of the Carlisle and Blake Parchment –

edition from before 1962 (when awarded to
teachers/schools).

• Copy of Carlisle and Blake Parchment – edition
post 1962 (when awarded in colleges of
education).

• Copy of the Worship Fund Prize Parchment
(awarded before 1934, after which it was
consolidated with the Carlisle and Blake Premium).

Anyone in a position to assist with this research is
invited to contact Noel at nward@into.ie

Carlisle
and

Blake
Awards
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If you have a medical card issued by the Health Service
Executive (HSE), you can receive certain health services
free of charge. Generally, your dependent spouse or part-
ner is also covered for the same range of health services.

Normally, medical cards are issued based on a
means test i.e. only those whose weekly income is
below a certain limit will qualify.

There are different assessment criteria for appli-
cants under age 70 and applicants aged 70 or over.

From 1 November last the assessment criteria has
changed for those aged 70 or over. 

The new weekly gross income limit is:
• €550 for a single person (previously €500)

• €1,050 for couples who are married, cohabiting or in
a civil partnership (previously €900)

Pensions, earnings, interest from capital and all other
sources of income are included in the means test.
Savings and similar investments of €36,000 for a single
person and €72,000 for a couple are disregarded. The
assessment of a couple for medical card purposes is
based on the age of the older person.

The rules governing eligibility for medical cards
(for both the under age 70 category and the over aged
70 category) are complex and the HSE (www.hse.ie)  or
Citizens Information (www.citizensinformation.ie)
websites should be consulted for further details.

For several years RTAI has awarded bursaries to members
who are engaged in further academic study or who are
enrolled in other adult education courses or classes.

We are aware that for many members pursuing these
interests – particularly courses delivered at local level –
has not been possible in recent months due to the
pandemic. However, as many members are engaged in
remote learning or online courses, we have decided to
proceed with our annual Bursary Awards in 2021. 

Applications are therefore invited from members of
the Association who wish to be considered for one of
our 2021 bursaries. Bursaries will be awarded in two
categories:

Category 1 Undergraduate/Post Graduate
Studies 
Three bursaries of €1,500 will be awarded to members
of the Association who are enrolled in the 2020/2021
academic year as students in a degree programme, in a
College or University recognised as an awarding body
for such degrees. 

Proof of registration as students and the payment
of college fees will be required. 

An external assessor will select the winner(s) in this
category. 

Category 2 Other courses of study 
Six bursaries of up to €500 each will be awarded to
members of the Association, who in the course of

2020/2021 are engaged in a course of learning, though
not pursuing a formal academic qualification to degree
level. This is a broad category designed to support the
wide range of pursuits and interests of our members.
We will be flexible in applying our assessment criteria
to acknowledge the creative ways that members have
continued with their self-development opportunities
during the pandemic.

As the bursary is to assist with the financial costs
involved applicants will have to show evidence of
spending on course costs.

The winners of the bursaries in this category will be
selected by lottery. 

Application form 
To request an application form please contact:
info@rtaireland.ie 

Completed application forms and supporting
documentation should be returned to the General
Secretary, RTAI, 35 Parnell Square, Dublin 1 by 28
February 2021.

Note <: If all bursaries in a category are not awarded the
funding in the other category may be correspondingly
increased.
Note 2: Only retired teachers who are members of the
RTAI will be eligible for consideration. In addition, if
oversubscribed, preference will be given to members
who have not previously received an RTAI bursary.

RTAI Bursaries 2021

Medical Cards – change in means test criteria (aged 70 and over)
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Branch AGMs

A key event for RTAI branches is
the Annual General Meeting
which is usually held in November
or December. There is a strong
social element to these meetings
with many branches including a
religious service or hosting a
Christmas lunch at the conclu-
sion of the meeting. 

unfortunately, public health
considerations and Government
regulations require that our
traditional meetings will not
proceed in 2020.

However, the Branch
Committee/Branch Officers will
meet (online) to undertake some
necessary business on behalf of
the branch, such as approving
the annual accounts. 

The National Executive
Committee (NEC) has approved
this approach for this year due 
to the exceptional circumstances
we face.

This approach will enable
branches to complete some tasks
in this calendar year which are
necessary for the governance of
the Association. and will also
help keep the business cycle of
the Association on track.

We look forward with opti-
mism to a time when our meet-
ings and social gatherings, even
in a limited format can resume.

If you do not qualify for a medical card, you may qualify for a GP visit
card. A GP visit card allows you to visit a participating family doctor (GP)
for free.

The GP visit card is available to everyone aged over 70 without a
means test.

However, you must register for the card online on gpvisitcard.ie,
download the registration form or call 1890 252 919 to request a
registration form.

If you are aged under 70, eligibility for the GP visit card is means
tested. The rules governing the means test are like those for medical
card applications. However, the income limits are higher i.e. it is easier to
qualify for a GP visit card than a medical card.

Full details of the assessment criteria and relevant application forms
are available on the HSE or Citizens Information websites.

Teacher salaries have increased from 1 October 2020
arising from the final increase under the Public Service
Stability Agreement (PSSA) 2018 – 2020.

Revised daily and hourly rates of payment for substi-
tute teachers have also been introduced. There are two
different rates of payment.

Retired teachers working in a substitute capacity are
regarded as ‘new entrants’ and therefore the lower rate
applies:

Daily rate: €173.96 plus holiday pay: €21.50;
* total: €195.46 
Hourly rate: €34.79, plus holiday pay: €4.30,
* total: €39.09
(*Holiday pay is paid retrospectively at Christmas,
Easter, and  Summer vacation.)

Full details of the changes to the teachers’ salary scale
are carried in the DES Circular 60/2020: Revision of
teachers’ salaries with effect from 1 October 2020.

GP Visit Card – available to all over 70s
without a means test

Increase in substitute rates

At the time of writing RTAI staff are
working from home in accordance
with Government instructions that
people who are not providing
essential services should avoid
travelling to and from work.

During periods when the office
is closed telephone enquires will
be dealt with as normal at: 01 245
4130. (Please call in the morning
where possible).

General email enquiries can be
sent to info@rtaireland.ie

Billy Sheehan can be contacted
at generalsecretary@rtaireland.ie 

We will have limited access to
the office building in Parnell
Square, Dublin during this period.
While this will result in delays in
dealing with standard mail and
some other office-based functions,
we are confident that any disrup-
tion to our service will be minimal.

We look forward to the full
reopening of our office once
permitted to do so.

Contacting RTAI Head Office
– during periods of office closure



Note : This article is only relevant to a minority of
retirees who have an entitlement to the social welfare
State Pension as they paid PRSI contributions at Class
A rate at some stage during their career. 

At present most teachers receive their pension from
the Department of Education (DES) and do not qual-
ify for the State Pension [previously known as the Old
Age Pension].

However, a small but growing number of teachers,
have a ‘Coordinated Pension’.

A teacher with a ‘coordinated pension’ receives a
pension from two sources i.e. a teacher’s pension
from the Department of Education (DES) and the
State Pension paid by the Department of
Employment Affairs & Social Protection (previously
Dept of Social Welfare).1

Coordination occurs where a teacher paid Class A
PRSI or a ‘mix’ of Class D and Class A PRSI contribu-
tions when teaching.

Mixed contributions most commonly arise where a
teacher had a ‘break in service’2 and returned to
school aer 6 April 1995, to find that the PRSI rules
had changed from that date. On resumption the
teacher moved from the lower Class D rate of contri-
bution, to the higher Class A rate. 

It is the move to the higher Class A rate of PRSI
contribution which gives an entitlement to the State
Pension (generally at a pro-rata rate). Class D contri-
butions do not cover entitlement to the State
Pension.

The State Pension does not commence until a person
reaches age 66. However, when a teacher retires
before age 66, the DES may pay an additional amount
of pension – known as a ‘supplementary pension’ –
until he/she reaches his/her 66th birthday. The
supplement ensures that the teacher does not suffer
a financial shortfall between his/her retirement from
teaching and reaching age 66, when the State Pension
comes into payment.

A teacher must apply to the DES for a ‘supplemen-
tary pension’, i.e. the DES will not commence the
‘supplementary pension’ automatically.3

In addition, the DES will not pay a supplementary
pension if the teacher has an option to claim a social
welfare benefit. Accordingly, as part of the process the
teacher must apply for Jobseeker’s Benefit – a weekly

social welfare payment which will last for 9 months.
Most (but not all) applicants will be eligible to claim

Jobseeker’s Benefit (JB). 

The DES will not commence the supplementary
element of the pension until the Jobseeker’s Benefit
has been exhausted i.e. it is not open to a person who
is eligible to receive Jobseeker’s Benefit to decline this
payment and move directly to claim the ‘supplemen-
tary pension’ from the DES.

At the end of the 9-month period when it is
confirmed that the JB is exhausted, the DES will
commence the payment of a ‘supplementary
pension’ which will last until his/her 66th birthday.

Once the State Pension commences at age 66 the
DES will cease (or in some cases reduce) the payment
of the supplement.

The supplementary pension is not paid for periods
when the retired teacher is employed in any capacity
which involves the payment of a PRSI contribution –
for example during periods of employment in school,
in a substitute capacity.

General sequence of payments for a teacher on a
coordinated pension who retires before age 66:
At retirement: DES pension plus Jobseeker’s Benefit
(paid by social welfare)
Aer 9 months on JB: DES pension plus DES supple-
mentary pension (paid by the DES)
At age 66: DES pension plus State Pension – generally
pro rata (paid by social welfare)

Notes
1 The combined amount of both pensions (DES

pension and the social welfare State Pension) is
broadly the same amount as if the teacher were
receiving a pension in full from the DES.

2 Approved leave whether paid or unpaid does not
constitute a ‘break in service’.

3 The DES website contains a comprehensive
Information Note on Supplementary Pensions,
including application forms:
https://www.education.ie/en/Education-
Staff/Services/Retirement-Pensions/Teaching-
Staff/Supplementary-Pensions/

This is an RTAI summary which covers the key princi-
ples. It is not intended as a comprehensive guide.

What is a Supplementary Pension?

2<Winter 2020



  INTO Solidarity Fund

A meeting of the RTAI Solidarity
Committee took place, by Zoom,
last month to consider several
applications which had been
received during the year. 

The RTAI Solidarity Fund
supports projects that benefit
children of pre-school and
primary school age. The projects
selected are all sponsored by
members of the Association or
have a member directly involved
in the delivery of the project. The
following nine project were
supported in 2020: 
• Gambia Ireland Volunteers in

Education (GIVE)
• Mary Immaculate Primary

School, Kitale, Kenya
• Teacher Training Project,

Uganda 
• Spiritan Zambia Orphan Fund
• Maintain Hope, Kenya
• Kumasi Education Project,

Ghana
• Displaced Children’s Fund,

Tyre, South Lebanon
• Holy Union Sisters, Dar es

Salaam, Tanzania
• See Beyond Borders,

Cambodia
The members of the RTAI
Solidarity committee are Mr
Brian Mangan Vice-President,
Ms Marian Ryan, Kilkenny
branch secretary and Ms
Marjorie Murphy, Dublin North,
branch secretary.

The assessment criteria and
the application form are avail-
able from info@rtaireland.ie 

Distribution of Aug/Sept Comhnasc
Many members will be aware that we encountered a problem with the
delivery of the last edition of Comhnasc due to an addressing error.

This occurred when the name and address of the intended recipient
was being printed on the envelope. A formatting error resulted in a
mismatch between the name and the address on each envelope i.e. the
person who was named as the recipient did not live at the address shown.

Many magazines were returned to our office, either by the house-
holder themselves or in some cases by the postal service. These
returned envelopes were examined individually and the correct name to
match the address was added, before being re-issued. This exercise led
to most members eventually receiving their copy of the Autumn edition
of Comhnasc.

We are sorry for this mistake and apologise for the confusion it caused.
However, we would like to reassure members that the problem was in

the printing process and that our database of members’ names and
addresses is accurate and unaffected by this issue.

An election to the position of INTO
Deputy General Secretary is
currently underway, following Mr
Noel Ward’s announcement that
he is to retire from that role next
summer.

Noel has been a life-long INTO
activist and a member of the Head
Office team for almost 20 years. He
has been Deputy General Secretary/
General Treasurer since 2009.

Noel has been the RTAI’s key
point of contact with the INTO and

he has always been a great advocate
on behalf of retired teachers and a
supporter of our Association.

There are two candidates
competing in the election. Ms
Deirdre O’Connor who is currently
INTO Assistant General Secretary
with responsibility for Teachers’
Conditions of Employment and Ms
Sine Friel, a Senior Official in the
INTO Communications Section. 

The result of the election will be
known in mid-December.

INTO Election
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Articles submitted by members add greatly to COMHNASC. 
We endeavour to publish as many articles as possible, but it is not

always feasible to include all material received.
Short stories, prose and poetry are all welcome. Tá fáilte roimh

altanna i nGaeilge.
A short guidance note for contributors (dealing with word count etc.)

is available from info@rtaireland.ie 
If you would like to discuss a project before you put pen to paper you

can email generalsecretary@rtaireland.ie
Next year we intend to publish 3 issues of COMHNASC at Easter,

Summer and Christmas so there’s plenty of time to get started!

Members’ Writing 
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There is an old saying that pronounces ‘a long threatening
comes at last’, and it happened to me and my garage last
week. I had been promising for years that the garage
needed tidying, but it took a pandemic and lockdown to
spur me into action. 

Our garage has been in a chaotic state for nigh on 24
years. It was a great place with quite an array of stuff out
there, including the fretwork saw my late father gave me
about 60 years ago. Now it is only a shadow of its former
glory and it’s a real museum piece, but I treasure it
nonetheless because it is full of memories. I also have a
collection of saws gied to me by my father: a lovely
bushman saw, a wood saw and many hack saws. They
were all useful implements in their day, but over the years
they have lost their lustre and are now just rusted relics of
themselves. They have overstayed their welcome and are
deemed expendable. Their next port of call will be either a
skip or recycling centre.

Next in view, hanging up in the garage, was a top of the
range 11-year-old bicycle, so down it came to be exam-

ined. It was decided to bring it to the local bike shop. The
local bike man said he could possibly sell it for us so we,
latter day bike dealers, await the sales results. We were
also home to a huge array of camogie, hockey and hurling
sticks, in addition to copious shin guards and helmets le
in storage by the next generation. These are being kept for
pure sentimentality and will never again be used. The
consultation process with the next generation is about to
commence.

Spare parts and old cables
The walls were also well adorned with miniature goals and
a miniature trampoline hanging from the roof. These had
become too small for our juniors’ usage. We showed them
all to a man who was doing an odd job for us. He had five
young children and he was delighted to take them. It was
like Santa Claus arriving in October. 

When we began clearing floor space, we found an old
fire grate front that we threw out many years ago. It was a
lovely piece about 24 years ago, but it was suffering the

GARAGE ClEAN-uP
– A long Threatening

During lockdown, Mick O’Callaghan squared up to the contents of his garage
and won the fight
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same fate as the saws and was a sorry sight rusting away
to its hearts content in the corner. It was decreed that it
was no longer fit for purpose and should be exiled into
permanent banishment to the scrap yard.

Then there was the usual paraphernalia of used house-
hold goods that we kept in case we ever needed a spare
part. These were all carefully examined, but sentiment was
put aside until a unanimous verdict was arrived at: the old
toaster, old kettle, old frying pans, broken down barbecue
and the old coffee maker – as well as cables and fittings
that were surplus to
requirements – should be
taken to the recycling
centre. At long last we
were beginning to see light
and space in the garage.
But we still had a problem.

Chisels, hammers and
rock-hard paint
There had to be another
way of storing shovels,
spades, rakes, six brushes,
garden fork, and so on,
that were thrown everywhere. On visiting a family
member’s shed I noted the order of the garden weaponry
along the walls with each category neatly held back by a
semi-circular bracket. Very conveniently he had some to
spare. On arrival home I set about the task of attaching
said brackets to the walls of our garage, with borrowed
electric drill and screwdriver. I also got the rawl plugs,
screws and washers. I was quite amazed at my dexterity
and skill in boring the holes, affixing the plugs and
screwing in the circular brackets.

We also had a motley collection of chisels, hammers,
planes, scrapers, and five tins of de-icer. Also discovered
were an assortment of garden sprays, fertiliser, and root-
ing compound. Some were in date, some were long past
the use-by date and so the sorting process began. All that
remain now are in date and properly displayed for all the
world (and me) to see. Cans of old paint were examined.
Some samples had hardened rock solid and are now
winging their way to the recycling centre. Other leovers
are now neatly arranged on a shelf with names clearly
displaying colour and date of purchase. 

Preparing for permanent exile
Today I got a present of a new tool-box, courtesy of the
son-in-law who was getting a bigger and better one. Now I
can put all the spanners, screwdrivers, pliers, vice grips and
other accoutrements together. Whenever I need one of
these implements in future, I will only have to go to one
source instead of embarking on a treasure hunt. I think

that useful gi was a broad hint. Also gied was a special
box to house an assortment of screws and plugs. I am
beginning to get the idea there was a concerted family
effort to bring order to the chaos that had heretofore
existed in ‘garage á la Miko’.

As I was working away tidying up and listening to the
radio in my new evolving den, I heard a tapping on the
door. I greeted senior management in the recycling field.
She had the car reversed up to the garage door. I was duly
informed the recycling centre was open that evening and

she was going there. She
donned a pair of gloves and
so it came to pass that all my
relics were being loaded up
and prepared for permanent
exile. There was a palpable
sigh of relief all around that
this phase of decluttering
was complete.

Mighty and rewarding
therapy
Now as I prepare to further
tidy my new play pen (aka

reformed garage space), I think of Marie Kondo and her
decluttering programmes on TV. There is a great feeling of
ridding yourself of what I loosely called sentimental pieces
while others rightly label them as clutter and rubbish. It is
an extremely rewarding lockdown (or any-time therapy)
when you know:

1] What you have in your garage.
2] Where to find everything in the garage.
3] You have a nice warm space (I found two electric

heaters in working order during the clean-up) to dream,
work, doodle and declutter your mind. 

If you haven’t already tried it, start to declutter some
space today. I did it during lockdowns and I must say it was
mighty therapy for me. It is a great project that I can highly
recommend. Go on. Be brave and try it.

Finally, I give you a quote from Patanjali, an Indian
teacher and a man oen called the father of Yoga: ‘When
you are inspired by some great purpose, some extraordi-
nary project, all your thoughts break their bonds. Your
mind transcends limitations, your consciousness expands
in every direction, and you find yourself in a new, great and
wonderful world. Dormant forces, faculties and talents
become alive, and you discover yourself to be a greater
person by far than you ever dreamed yourself to be’.

What a pay-off aer a few days spent clearing up the
garage!

Mick O’Callaghan is the secretary of Wicklow branch.
He taught in Arklow Town for <9 years before moving
to Templerainey where he was principal for 23 years.
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My grandfather Mike and grandmother Nora were born
between the mountains and the sea in the glen overlook-
ing St Finian’s Bay in South West Kerry. He was born in
1872 and she in 1885. They were born and reared on small
hill farms about three miles apart and neither of them
ever le that place.

They lived in a house with no BER rating, no central
heating, no running water, no indoor toilet and no electric-
ity. They drank untreated water from the well and raw
unpasteurized milk from their cows. Anything they ate
didn’t carry a best-before date. My grandmother gave
birth to six children, all born at home. They regularly
carried sacks of flour and potatoes on their backs, cut turf
and dug their gardens. Their main mode of transport was
horse or donkey and on foot. They never had a vaccina-
tion for any illness or spent any time in hospital.

In today’s terms they did everything possible to
shorten their lives. Yet without access to a health and
safety officer or an environmental health officer they lived
to the ages of 88 and 72. This was not unusual as many of
their neighbours and relations in similar circumstances
also enjoyed good health and longevity.

More than we need and can enjoy
Where did it all go wrong? I wonder do we analyse too
much today. Enormous confusion reigns all around the
world. We are full of contradictions and we don’t know
whether we are rich or poor, sick or healthy. We are the
victims of anxiety and anguish. “How will we manage?” is a
question we oen hear asked.

The era of my grandparents had different ideas. They
oen said to themselves that God will provide. ‘Ar scáth a
chéile a mhaireann na daoine’ was a guiding principle. We
have that beautiful Irish word ‘meitheal’, which has a
warmth to it. A meitheal was when a group of people

came together to save the hay or bring home the turf.
Today, we have everything at our fingertips. We have

more than we need and know much more than we can
enjoy. We must appreciate and enjoy all that we have and
not to be always looking for more. As we retire and age,
the only thing to do is to do it gracefully. We should stop
resisting nature and instead go with the natural ebb and
flow of the seasons.

Go with the flow, take it ‘aisy’
As the busy summer draws to a close, let’s look forward to
the beauty and wisdom that autumn has in store for us.
Enjoy the thousand shades of russet, crimson and brown.
The earth, like us, takes on another beauty as nature slows
down from the vibrant greens and yellows of summer. It’s
now time to lean on the garden gate and look back at our
work and smell the roses. It’s time to prepare for the
changes ahead. We should slow down as the evenings
shorten – it helps us to flow into the stillness of winter. The
rhythms of nature are God-given and free. They weave
into each other as sure as night follows day and show us
that each phase of our lives should happen gracefully. Go
with the flow, keep the mind and body active and take it as
‘aisy’ as you can.

There will be health setbacks as we grow older, that’s
only natural. Then all we can do is do what Brendan
Keneally said in his poem Begin:

Though we live in a world that dreams of ending
That always seems about to give in 
Something that will not acknowledge conclusion
Insists that we forever begin 

eamonn Brennan is a member of the Longford branch.
He began his teaching career in Scoil Mhuire, Griffith

Avenue, Dublin, before moving to Stonepark NS
Longford where he was Principal for <3 years.

Growing Old Gracefully
Eamonn Brennan advises us to welcome the autumn of our years and

drift into the calm of winter
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On June 11, 1970, groups of young women packed their
bags and bid each other goodbye with promises to write,
visit, keep in touch. In those bags were our culaith bán
agus dubh, our rugaí taistil, the songs and poems Sister
Scolastica assured us were “pure gold, girls”. The Carysfort
Alumni of 1970 were leaving.

As we arrived in Blackrock, County Dublin, two years
previously, we walked up the avenue, past the cows
grazing peacefully in the field and entered the 19th
century. For those of us who had not been to boarding
school it was something of a culture shock.

Remembering departed companions
In November 2019, I received an email from Mary Lavery
asking if I was interested in attending the 50th anniversary
reunion of the Carysfort class of 1970. It was to be lunch in
a Dublin hotel on June 11. I immediately signed up, but of
course Covid-19 cancelled our plans. I assumed the event
was off until a suggestion for a virtual reunion by Zoom
arrived. I was eager to join in if a little doubtful of my Zoom
capabilities. Would I manage to Zoom? Would I recognise
anyone? How would they look? How would I look? What
would we talk about?

I need not have worried. The two Marys had it all organ-
ised. The Zoom invitation link came with a request to
bring some memento of our time in Carysfort to the
meeting. At the appointed time I retired to my bedroom
and clicked the link. The screen lit up with faces, as our
Zoom host admitted us one by one. I think we looked
rather good, and yes, I could recognise the women on the
screen! We began with Mary lighting a candle and all of us
taking a moment to remember our companions who had
not reached this milestone. There were more than we
thought, making us realise how lucky we are to have
arrived at our 50th anniversary.

Famous strike recalled
Not all of us had stayed in the classroom. Some had
moved on to ventures new. But now, here we were, all

retired, on pension and enjoying every minute of it.
COVID-19 was cramping our style a bit, but nothing keeps
a ‘múinteoir scortha’ down. Walking, running, gardening,
reading, painting, knitting – no pastime had been untried. 

We introduced ourselves and displayed our memen-
tos. Mine was my green gym skirt, which I kept to prove to
doubters (that is, my children) that I once had a 24-inch
waist. I did not keep the bri-nylon shirt. The world is well
rid of that horror! The independent republic that was the
Junior Preparatory College was recalled. How we envied
them, down there, away from the Colditz that was the
main house. We talked of our time in Carysfort, how it
changed us and how we changed it. Our famous strike was
well remembered. The article in the press was produced
and admired as the historical artefact it is. Our demands
were so modest, hardly even demands, more earnest
requests.

The great wave of change
Those of us who could not go home at weekends
remembered the roast pork with apple sauce and the
great basins of baked Alaska – the bright spot in a long,
dull weekend. We spoke of the teachers, lay and religious,
teaching practice, the pageant directed by Tomás Mac
Anna, which for my part involved a lot of shuffling on and
off the stage in the dark.

The two hours on Zoom passed quickly and very enjoy-
ably. As we looked back on our working lives, we agreed
that we had the best of it. As we took up our first posts,
women were still paid less than men. There was no paid
maternity leave. Infant classes of 50-plus children were
normal. The past was indeed a different country. Yet we
were there, part of the great wave of change that swept
Ireland into the modern world. I can’t wait for that lunch in
Dublin when we finally get to meet each other in person.

Catherine Kinsella is secretary of the Waterford
branch. She spent most of her career in Presentation

Primary, Waterford City, prior to her retirement in 20<<.

Zoom With A View
                           Catherine Kinsella takes a trip down memory
                             lane to celebrate the Carysfort Class of 1970
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The most interesting year in my career as a primary school
teacher was 1964/65, during which I spent in America. It
was interesting because it was different – different in
philosophy, curriculum, and methodology. Consequently,
it was quite difficult for the first few months. However,
there were compensations. The class size of 25 seven-
year-old boys and girls was half of what was usual in large
Dublin schools at that time; the children were a delight,
and the salary was three times more than I was earning at
home.

The Campus School was situated on the grounds of a
University of Education in upstate New York. For the most
part, the pupils – in general bright, polite, articulate, and
very precocious – were the children of the University staff.

We spent most of the first day getting to know each
other. They told me what they liked and disliked about
school, their interests outside school, their siblings and

families. We talked about their favourite books – Dr Seuss
was all the rage at the time. They told me they didn’t like
fairy tales and one boy added that he hoped I wouldn’t
read stories to them about princes and princesses as “we
live in a republic here, you know!” They asked me ques-
tions about myself. I told them a great deal about Ireland
as befitted their age; I showed them Ireland on the globe.
They were very interested.

Looking for books on Ireland
In the aernoon, our group was scheduled to visit the
school library. Ms Miller, the very friendly librarian, told the
children about the new books in stock and where they
might find their favourites. She said they could have two
books, and then asked them to quietly disperse. She also
asked them to keep their voices down while she chatted
with their new teacher. They didn’t quietly disperse,

Interpreting
Padraic Colum in
1960s America
Treasa MacManus recalls how a County
Longford poet paved the way for the
creation of Aosdána – as well as
generating a wave of sympathy for her!
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however. They all headed for the catalogue corner, where
they began to fight over filing cabinets – they were all look-
ing for books on Ireland. You would need to be a teacher
in 1964 Ireland to appreciate the anomaly of that situation.

Behind all this obvious assertiveness there was an inno-
cence, too, about them. I loved their self-confidence in
talking to adults, and they were always anxious to help. One
day in that first week they were getting ready to go home.
Books were put away, chairs were put
on the desks. An announcement
over the intercom told us there was a
delay with some of the buses.

The pupils were asked to stay
quietly in their classrooms till
further notice. They didn’t do that.
Many rushed to the windows to see
if their bus was there. Straining to
look out, they were very agitated
and excited. I remembered a
strategy I had learned in Carysfort
College: when ruaille buaille breaks
out, try restoring order by singing a
song, reading a story, or reciting a
poem to them.

Irish children: cuter or wilier?
I hadn’t many resources to hand.
However, I knew several poems by heart, and I began with
‘An Old Woman of the Roads’, by Padraic Colum:

‘Oh, to have a little house, to own the hearth and stool
and all, 

The heaped-up sods upon the fire, the pile of turf
against the wall.’

I had just about finished the six verses of the poem
when we were told that all the buses had arrived. They got
into line and moved quietly out the door. The next morn-
ing, several children came to me with notes from their
parents and as many more came with verbal messages.
The gist of all of them was of concern for me. There were
offers of all kinds of temporary accommodation until I got
fixed up. I couldn’t understand what was going on till I
remembered the last two lines of the poem.

‘And I am praying to God on high, and I am praying Him
night and day,  

For a little house, a house of my own, out of the wind’s
and the rain’s way.’

I wondered for some time how they could have
responded like that to the poem, Seven-year-old Irish
children certainly wouldn’t. Were Irish children cuter or
wilier? Or was there another way of describing their
behaviour? Emotional intelligence?

Ireland represented by writers in America
I’m sure Padraic Colum would have been interested in my
story. He may well have been in New York City at that very
time. I only realised this when I joined the United Arts Club
(UAC) in 1974. I then got to learn a great deal about him.
He was president of the UAC from 1959-1972 but was an
absentee president for much of the time, spending his old
age teaching at Colombia University in New York. He had

to work. He had no pension and no
other form of income apart from the
little he earned from his writing. He
was well known and highly regarded
in America as early as 1920. At that
time, he was considering coming
home, but Eamon de Valera asked
him to stay on there; he felt it was
important that Ireland be repre-
sented in America by writers, his
thinking more about culture than
about politics. While living in
America, Colum visited Hawaii to
collect Hawaiian folklore, poetry,
stories and legends. He was
interested in Polynesian folklore,
also. He produced two volumes in
the years 1924/1925. When
President Obama visited Ireland in

2011, the then Taoiseach, Enda Kenny, presented him with
a special edition of this work.

Payment to creative writers
Padraic Colum died in January 1972 in a nursing home in
Enfield, Connecticut, U.S.A. He was 90 years of age. His
body was flown home to Ireland by the Irish Embassy, and
he is buried beside his wife, Mary, in St Fintan’s Cemetery
in Sutton, County Dublin.

He died in penury. That this should happen was
considered disgraceful by writers such as Tony Cronin and
James McKenna. Their agitation embarrassed Charles
Haughey and his government into establishing a system
by which creative writers would be paid a living wage or
a stipend. The system became known as Aosdána
(translated as ‘people of the arts’).

Padraic Colum is not regarded as a major poet.
However, in considering this, one may ask how many
poets are remembered by just one poem? Colum is
remembered by two: ‘The Old Woman of the Roads’ and
‘She Moved Through the Fair’. Many major poets do not
leave such a great impact on the popular mind.
Treasa McManus graduated from Carysfort College in

<953. Aer a number of years working abroad she
joined the staff of the Central Remedial Clinic in <967

where she worked until her retirement in <994.

Colum visited Hawaii to
collect Hawaiian folklore,
poetry, stories and legends
… He produced two
volumes in the years
1924/1925. When President
Obama visited Ireland in
2011, the then Taoiseach,
Enda Kenny, presented him
with a special edition of
this work.
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  Grandad can
you tell me?
By Séamus Kavanagh
Grandad when you were young 
Were you ever bold?
And did you always do
What you were told?
Grandad do you see the moon?
Could we get there in a car?
And on a starry night 
Who puts the light in every star?
Is there a fire inside the sun?
Will it ever lose its light?
And grandad is it true
That cats can see at night?
How does a river start?
What makes its waters flow?
How do leaves get their leaves?
What makes the grasses grow?
How do my eyes stay closed
When I'm asleep in bed?
Why do hairs grow in your nose
And not upon your head?
Grandad how do you make a wrinkle
'Cos mine keep going away
And you can make a new one
Nearly every day!
What makes the thunder
When it crashes I'm afraid
And grandad can you tell me 
How is lightning made?
Who puts the smell in all the flowers?
How do nettles sting?
And grandad can you tell me
Who taught the birds to sing?
Have you ever seen a leprechaun?
Does he have a pot of gold?
And grandad can you remember 
The day that you got old?
Grandad can I tell you
How much I love you?
I love you as big as all the world,
I really really do!

Séamus Kavanagh is a member of
Wicklow branch. He graduated in 1966
and spent most of his teaching career in
County Carlow. He was Principal of
Ballyconnell NS, Tullow at the time of his
retirement in 2003.
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Christmas
Crackers

The festive season is a time of joyous
family get-togethers, but for Nancy

O’Connor’s younger siblings it might
be yet another opportunity to air old

grievances. 

A seasonal short story by Brendan Power

Short story
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Nancy O’Connor, unmarried, in her late fiies, hoped
she was making the right decision. She had
decided to invite her two brothers and younger

sister to a post-Christmas family reunion at her large
Georgian-style residence. 

The venerable old house was the home of three gener-
ations of the O’Connor family and Nancy lived there with
her mother until the old lady died six months ago. At their
mother’s funeral in June, her two brothers and only sister,
Milly, had promised to keep in touch with each other but
especially with Nancy herself who would be living alone
now in the old home. They declared that they were very
grateful to Nancy, the eldest in the family, because she had
spared them the responsibility of looking aer their
mother in her last years.

‘Keep the family together,’ her ailing mother had oen
said to Nancy in those final years, and her pleas seemed to
get more urgent as the old lady was steadily growing
frailer. ‘Keep them all together, Nancy. You get on well with
them all.  No family rows when I’m gone, Nancy. Keep
them all together.’

A tenor of some repute
In early November, Nancy wrote to Milly and phoned her
two brothers. She hoped they wouldn’t mind if she asked
them to come without their children. They’re all
teenagers, she thought, well capable of looking aer
themselves. Anyway, they would be easily bored, as
teenagers in adult company usually are. She asked her
guests to come two days aer Christmas. Although a bit
put out at being disturbed at Christmas time and not
being a close family, her siblings nevertheless agreed to
come. She stressed that all would be welcome to stay a
night or two if they so wished.

Frank, the older brother, the intellectual, was a teacher
so he couldn’t refuse to give a day or two out of his three
weeks Christmas holidays to the first family gathering
since their mother’s funeral.  He pointed out that he was
frightfully busy writing his new book, and up to his eyes in
research. Nancy’s favourite brother, Ted, who had a so
nature, was very taken with the idea and said of course he
would be there and his wife Mary, an accomplished
pianist, would bring music. 

Being a trained singer and a tenor of some repute, Ted
said he would be delighted to sing as he had done at their
mother’s funeral Mass. He had been much complimented
on his singing that day. Her sister, Milly, wondered if her
husband Joe, who was a garda sergeant in Dublin, could
get time off, but she herself would come anyway.

Steaming mulled wine 
Nancy was a Home Economics teacher. Her cooking was
always highly praised and appreciated whenever she had

friends to dinner or supper. She drew up a precise culinary
plan for her guests and made sure that Freda, her monthly
help, was well versed in its details. She would give them
full Christmas fare with all the trimmings. Exotic decora-
tions, holly, and coloured lights adorned the main hall and
rooms. Fake icicles hung over the front door and a very
tall, much-decorated Christmas tree stood like a sentinel
in a corner of the dining room.

The guests began to arrive in the late morning two days
aer Christmas. Ted and his wife Mary, she carrying a slim
briefcase of sheet music with their baggage, came first. A
large ornate bowl of steaming mulled wine sat on a side
table in the sitting room on the way to the dining room
itself.  Monthly help, Freda, was on hand to pour a ladle of
the steaming dark red liquid into a warmed glass for each
guest as they arrived.

Frank and Rita were late arriving, as usual. They offered
their apologies, citing heavy traffic as the reason. An hour
later, Milly bobbed in and the two sisters hugged each
other in the hallway and chatted for some minutes. Nancy
said that they could leave their baggage in the very
spacious hallway and go straight to the sitting room. Freda
would show them to their rooms aer lunch.

A big promotion
Soon all were seated in easy chairs in the sitting room
being warmed by the peppery mulled wine and exchang-
ing polite comments on the wretched wintry weather.
Frank asked for a second and a third glass of mulled wine
and his wife Rita told him he was a soak. He grunted that
the concoction was as weak as Nancy’s tea. Mary advised
husband Ted to go easy on the mulled wine and he agreed
because they were both serious musicians and when he
came to sing, he wanted to do it properly. Aer all, he had
his reputation as a singer to consider.

Aer the splendid meal, all returned to the sitting room
with their liqueurs and sank into so, easy chairs again.
The atmosphere was beginning to thaw at this stage due,
no doubt, to the excellent wine and Nancy’s superb
Christmas fare.

‘How’s the voice these times, Ted,’ asked Milly as light
relief and trying to make pleasant conversation.

‘He had the lead in the opera again this year,’ boasted
Mary.  ‘A packed house every night!’

‘My next book should be out in March,’ boomed Frank
as he moodily studied his liqueur.

‘It’s about butterflies,’ added his wife helpfully.
‘Moths!’ growled Frank. ‘It’s about moths!’
‘Oh, yes, moths. It’s so easy to mix them up!’
‘Joe has done the exam for Inspector,’ said Milly, getting

in on the merry-go-round.  There’s are some vacancies in
Dublin. It’s a big promotion.’ 

‘Isn’t it a pity Joe couldn’t be here with us for these few
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days, Milly,’ observed Nancy agreeably.
‘You know how it is, Nancy’, explained Milly earnestly.

‘Things are hectic in the city around Christmas.’
‘It seems to be always hectic up there with you, Milly,’

growled Frank. ‘Last June was the same – for your
mother’s funeral. He came late, just made the graveside.’

‘For goodness sake, Frank, don’t keep bringing that up,’
chided Mary. ‘You said enough at the time.’

‘Ted, what are you going to sing for us?’ broke in Nancy.
‘The piano is open and ready.’ She added, only half joking,
‘I got it tuned, cost me a fortune, ‘twas in such a mess.’

A brief silence
Without a word, Mary and Ted went to the piano. She
plucked some music from her briefcase and set it up on
the baby grand. ‘The piece is from a musical,’ Mary said.
Then she gave Ted a flamboyant introduction and he
launched into Overhead the Moon is Beaming.  She
accompanied him closely with energetic sweeps up and
down the keyboard.

As the performance progressed, there was a constant
background noise of Frank muttering and droning on
about moths. Moths, he declared, were a fascinating
subject, he could write ten books on moths. Moths, he
insisted, were not at all understood by the man in the street
or by the Man-in-this-Room either, and he indicated with a
wink the singer at the piano. As Ted was finishing on a ring-
ing high note, Frank’s accompanying aggressive growl grew
to a crescendo of equal strength as he laughed uproari-
ously at his own jokes. Appreciative clapping followed the
singing and playing. Then there was a brief silence.

‘Why don’t you just shut up, Frank! Who gives a curse
about your bloody moths!’ shouted Ted from the piano.

‘What!’, spluttered Frank, his eyes narrowing. ‘Did you
tell me to shut up?’

‘I did, and I’ll repeat myself if you like,’ said Ted with
menace in his voice.

Milly entered the fray on the side of her younger
brother.

‘Frank, you never know when to let go, do you? Why
don’t you just grow up!’

‘You grow up yourself, Milly, girl. Tell us, when is Joe
going to stop playing Sherlock Holmes and come down to
earth. According to you, he’s running the Force in Dublin.’

‘That’s enough, Frank. Let it be,’ said Nancy quietly.

Corner boy behaviour
Frank staggered to his feet. ‘I was told to shut up, Nancy!
No younger brother is going to tell me to shut up, espe-
cially HIM.’

‘I’m sure he didn’t mean it,’ said Nancy soothingly.
‘Oh, yes, he did mean it,’ shouted Mary, hopping off the

piano stool. ‘Ted can’t stand boorishness and ignorance

and neither can I.’
Frank let out an exaggerated guffaw. ‘Singing about

moons and – and – moonbeams!  What next!’
‘We are not going to stay here and put up with that kind

of corner boy behaviour, Nancy. We’ve done that long
enough,’ exploded Mary with passion. ‘We’ll get our bags
and we’re leaving now.’ Mary and Ted swept out of the
room before Nancy could grasp what was happening.

‘She called me a corner boy!’ protested Frank, as he
staggered to his feet, stumbled, spilled his liqueur all over
his tweed jacket and fell back into his chair.

‘We’re going, too, Nancy. Come on, Frank!’ spat Rita,
pulling Frank by his sleeve. ‘Ted was always your favourite,
Nancy. He could never do wrong in your eyes.’

Nancy just stood there, shocked, speechless.

Like lava from a volcano
Frank struggled up from his chair and propelled himself in
the general direction of the door, closely followed by Rita,
her face like thunder. Rita snatched their bags from the
hallway as they went.

Nancy gazed aer her guests disappearing out the
front door. ‘Oh, God!’ she moaned. ‘What’s happening! I
must get them back!’

‘Let them go, Nancy, girl, let them go,’ urged Milly soly.
‘They’re never happy unless  there’s trouble. ‘Twas always
the same – Frank’s big ego and Ted’s precious music.
They’ll never grow up.’

Nancy wasn’t listening. She hurried to the front door,
which had been le wide open. She was too late, however
– she was in time to see their red rear lights disappearing
through the great wrought-iron gates. The pent-up anger
and smouldering fury of years of rivalry and misunder-
standing born in childhood had burst out like the lava
from a volcano. Its energy again released sent the two
couples fleeing into the night and back to the security of
their own personal self-built fortresses. Shaken and
depressed, Nancy slowly closed the heavy front door and
returned dejectedly to the sitting room and Milly.

The two sisters sat in silence before the dying embers
of the fire, bewildered in their sense of incomprehension
and desolation. 

‘Was I right to bring the family together, Milly?’ sighed
Nancy in her state of shock. ‘That’s what mother wanted,
wasn’t it?’

Milly said nothing for some time, and then she looked
knowingly at Nancy.

‘Nancy, love, you merely provided the venue for one
more battle in an ongoing war. That was all.’
Brendan Power is Cathaoirleach of RTAI Iarchorcaí. He
retired as Principal of Knockavilla NS Co. Cork in <999.

Brendan has been the Choirmaster of St. Patrick’s
Church Choir Bandon since <972.
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We've got to
By Séamus Kavanagh

We've got to stand six feet apart,
Until this thing is done,
But we've got to stand together
To show that we are one.
We've got to wash the hands 
With hand gel or with soap,
We've got to shop with patience,
Take our time behind the rope.
We've got to remain calm,
When there's panic in the air,
We've got to look out for those around us,
And show that we still care.
We've got to stop and smell the flowers,
See the miracles of Spring,
The primrose and the daffodil,
And hear the blackbird sing.
We've got to say a prayer
even though it's been a while.
But God is not like you or I,
He doesn't keep a file.
We've got to believe in happy endings,
That this will end quite soon
And that we'll emerge much stronger,
From our home-made cocoon!
We've got to plan a party,
When all this "craic" is o'er
When we'll look at things quite differently,
And appreciate things so much more.

See p29 for Séamus Kavanagh’s
biographical information.
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A draw for 3 prizes of €100 will be made from all correct entries. Simply complete the crossword and send to:
Comhnasc, R.T.A.I., Vere Foster House, 35 Parnell Square, Dublin 1, before close of business on 1 Feb 2021.
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Across
7    Light part of the eye (6)
8    A wading bird (6)
9    Food for 8 across (4)
10  Give permission to impose a

penalty (8)
11  Involving extreme difficulty

(7)
13  Childhood throat infection (5)
15  An American steep ravine (5)
17  Leader in parliament with a

lot to say (7)
20  As a matter of politeness (3,5)
21  Side part of a door (4)
23  Whole and complete (6)
24  Separate wine from sediment

(6)

Down
1     Danish building blocks (4)
2    Device for reducing bright

lights (6)
3    Lose consciousness (4,3)
4    Public church announcement

of wedding plans (5)
5    Second part of a machine that

flies using rotary blades (6)
6    Very determined (8)
12  Subatomic particle (8)
14  Not going down (7)
16  Eastern loose fitting tunic (6)
18  With no pride whatsoever (6)
19  Something 17 across might do

(5)
22  Impudent young woman (4)
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Crossword to be completed and submitted to marketing@intocreditunion.ie 
or to Marketing Department, Comhar Linn CU, 33 Parnell Square Dublin by 
30th September.

Across

1. Parable Don has 
interrupted? One 
can excuse that (10) 
6. Just part of a 
wet weekend - how 
quaint is that? (4) 
10. Some idols - not 
insubstantial! (5) 
11. See a gent clear 
out of shape. (9) 
12. Order it in a 
Chinese restaurant to 
gorge untidily with 
two novices. (3,4) 
15. Pick me up some 
Midleton ice-cream.(5) 
17. This Limerick town 
has part of a school, 
anyway (4) 
18. Behold, it’s 
all right to have a 
gander. (4) 
19. Such appellations 
as men may have. (5) 
21. Can liquorice 
avouring literally be 

eased in? (7) 
23. Prophet who was 
advised to take two 
tablets. (5) 
24. Viking god of 
silence? (4) 
25. The shape of 
a young wolf, to a 
point. (4) 
26. Bid to make 
99 leave the 
commissioned soldier. 
(5) 
28. British soldier of 
old - now entertaining 
in holiday camps? (7) 
33. Strangely tribal, 
yet free. (2,7) 
34. Brown part of the 
globe I get. (5) 
35. Armoured vehicle 
made of brown 
potassium. (4) 
36. See 9 down.

Down

1. Beyond father, (the 
saint). (4)
2 & 3. Pious command 
given to the Sisters of 
Mercy, for example. 
(9,5) 
4. She frequently has 
showers. (5) 
5. Key position on 
the Rugby team? (4) 
7. A gown might be 
transformed into a 
cart. (5) 
8. Working out six 
generic mixes. (10)
9 & 36a. Does such 
self-denial entail both 
speed of, and lack of, 
consumption? (4,3,10) 
13. Bake here in the 
heart of Coventry. (4) 

14. Let’s rob a 
different crustacean! 
(7) 

16. Might a man oat 
by, being showy? (10) 

20. I dominate the 
break-up of the work 
of the go-between. (9) 

21. Attribute this - but 
not to a pharisee? (7) 

22. Looked at some 
Cockney editions. (4) 

27. You might nd this 
person involved in 
lifelong crime. (5) 

29. In part of the 
elegy, Ptolemy 
identi ed his country. 
(5) 

30. Put a taxi in a 
room on board. (5) 

31. Snatch most of 
the upturned barge. 
(4) 

32. Mr Postlethwaite 
took a tame creature 
east. (4)

APRIL 2020 ANSWERS
Across
1. Bow  3. Ultraviolet  8. Spruce  9. Theology  10. Brave  11. Yield  13. Least  
15. Lie down  16. Cricket   20. Romeo  21. Papal  23. Hippo  24. Pole Star  
25. El Paso 26. Amontillado  27. Ely 

Down 
1. Baseball cap  2. War dance  3. Uncle  4. Retreat  5. Irony  6. Looted  7. Toy  
12. Deuteronomy  13. Lower  14. Torso  17. Keepsake  18. Imperil  19. Apollo  
22. Liszt  23. Hello  24. Pea
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brings to you our

Crossword to be completed and submitted to marketing@intocreditunion.ie 
or to Marketing Department, Comhar Linn CU, 33 Parnell Square, Dublin, by 
1st of February 2021.

Across

1. In which subject 
adders are trained! (10)
6. How one might 
maim a leading 
Moslem. (4)
10. A pro t once 
more. (5)
11. Will Bottler go 
around like Santa will 
do on Christmas Eve? (9)
12. It makes one 
cough to sound like 
a middle-eastern 
country! (7)
15. For starters, read 
how your method 
exempli es what a 
poet requires. (5)
17. Sound of pain 
from the end of a 
sofa. (4)
18. Change gear in a 
fury. (4)
19. A French article 
on severance is 
untouched by the 
censor. (5)
21. Indian language 
embraced by some 
gentlemen initially at 
the party. (7)
23. One cardinal, 
or two others (less 
satisfactory). (5)
24. A model birthplace 
can really inspire 
belief, at rst. (4)
25. The expense of 
refurbishing cots. (4)
26 & 32d. How chic 
Mr Baldwin is! Clever 
and conceited too. (5-4)
28. Fashionable list? 
Shy confusion. (7)
33. Perhaps no godlier 
Venetian boatman can 
be seen. (9)
34. One of the bearers 
of the Magi arrived 
ahead of fty. (5)
35. Beams at Messrs. 
Houghton and D’Arcy. (4)
36. Did Handel 
compose this for the 
barrel-organ? (5,5)

Down

1 & 2. Carol has one 
method when in a 
trough, it seems! 
(4,2,1,6)
3. It makes one red to 
see Anne H turn up. 
(5)
4. Agree somehow to 
be keen. (5)
5. I study a religious 
image. (4)
7 & 20d. Our Yuletide 
wish to all our 
readers. (5,9)
8. Before Christmas, 
Mary was expecting 
both remote changes. 
(6-2-2)
9. A strong embrace - 
given by an American 
footballer from 
Chicago? (4,3)
13. Well-heeled part of 
Maastricht. (4)
14. Insects involved in 
‘A Game of Thrones’? 
(7)
16. A grub’s worn out? 
How sweet is that! 
(5,5)
20. See 7 down.
21. The department 
has notices 
distributed. (7)
22. I don’t like your 
starters - no effort 
involved! (4)
27. Get under the skin 
of some Bann oysters. 
(5)
29. Being brusque, 
one didn’t even 
use all of a shorter 
sentence. (5)
30. One stands in for 
the vet, back in part 
of the emu colony. (5)
31. This Italian city’s 
principal attraction 
is inclined to attract 
tourists! (4)
32. See 26 across.

AUTUMN CROSSWORD 2020 ANSWERS

Across
1. Pardonable  6. Twee  10. Solid  11. Rectangle  12. Egg roll  15. Tonic  
17. Oola  18. Look  19. Names  21. Aniseed  23. Moses  24. Odin  25. Cube  
26. Offer  28. Redcoat  33. At liberty  34. Beige  35. Tank
Down 
1. Past  2. Religious order  4. April  5. Lock  7. Wagon  8. Exercising  9. Fast 
and abstinence  13. Oven  14. Lobster  16. Flamboyant  20. Mediation  
21. Ascribe  22. Eyed  27. Felon  29. Egypt  30. Cabin  31. Grab  32. Pete
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